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Weatherby® Adds Three Calibers to the Mark V® TacMark™ & TacMark Elite™
Paso Robles, CA – Long-range tactical shooting is something Weatherby has excelled at for decades, and the
Mark V TacMark and TacMark Elite are two of the most tactical rifles Weatherby has ever built. Once
available in three hard-hitting magnum calibers (.30-378 Wby Mag, .338 Lapua and .338-378 Wby Mag),
Weatherby has added three more popular cartridges to the TacMark lineup for 2017-18. The additional
calibers are 6.5-300 Wby Mag, .300 Wby Mag and .300 Win Mag.
Both Mark V TacMark rifles feature a magnum 9-lug action, LXX™ Trigger, a fluted bolt body, integral recoil
lug and a 54-degree bolt lift for fast cycling. Their stocks are fully adjustable to fit shooters perfectly, and both
come standard with detachable box magazines. The main difference between the two is the TacMark has a
fluted, hand-lapped barrel with an Accubrake for recoil suppresson, while the TacMark Elite sports a custom
Krieger match-grade barrel that’s cut rifled and features a muzzle brake with 90-degree lateral gas dispersion
ports. The Elite’s action is hand-honed to ensure 100% lug contact with the receiver and is equipped with a
DD Ross tactical bolt knob.
All Mark V TacMark rifles guarantee• SUB-MOA accuracy (.99” or less 3-shot group at 100 yards when used
with Weatherby factory or premium ammunition). The TacMark Elite is Range Certified and comes with a
printout from the Oehler Ballistic Imaging System that includes specific load/ballistic data and a computer
image of the actual 3-shot group the rifle fired. For more information on these and all fine Weatherby firearms,
along with Weatherby’s *accuracy guarantee, visit www.Weatherby.com.
About Weatherby®
Founded in 1945, Weatherby, Inc. is a family-owned company that continues to fuel the passion of hunters
and shooters around the globe by building some of the world’s finest firearms. With a legacy of setting new
standards in ballistics and performance, the company is committed to redefining excellence on the range and
in the field. The Weatherby line features the legendary Mark V® rifles (production and custom), popular
Vanguard® rifles, Weatherby Shooting Systems™ Rifles and shotguns like the Orion®, Element® and SA08™. Weatherby’s premium ammunition and shooting accessories are also the choice for discerning shooters
worldwide. The company is based in Paso Robles, CA and invites all hunters and shooters to visit their free
online communities at www.weatherbynation.com, www.facebook.com/Weatherbyinc and @weatherbyinc on
Twitter. The latest Weatherby films can be viewed at www.wby-tv.com. For more information, go to
www.weatherby.com.

